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The musical world is changing. Some changes are imposed upon us, some creep up unawares,
and others are the piecemeal efforts of individual musicians, Consider, by way of example, the
de-regulation of broadcasting, the National bttery, the protieration of record companies
hungry for new repertoire, the growth of a pubhc emphatica~y interested only in old repertoire,
the complex social reasons behind the efflorescence of opera, the rise of the festival at the
expense of the music club, the new informahty, the formal backlash, the stede insistence on
uniformity fostered by competitions.
The reaction of the musical world to these changes is sometimes merely to mimic an imperfectly
understood modern world, sometimes to deplore, often to ignore whtit strengthening a fatig
status quo. The changes themselves are rarely personally experienced in their social context, for
the demands made of the musician - maintaining complex inte~ectud and manual skfls,
seeking the true v~ion of the artist, jugghg with unsociable hours, the pressures and
paperwork of se~-employment, even the happy convention of treating riva~ as co~eagues mean that musicians fmd httle time to come out of their own world. What’s more, theirs is a
world that offers, for au iti complications, a peace that the real world cannot give, and provides
scant motivation to exchange the certainties of a Bach figue or the glorious hcence of a
Wagnerian orgasm for the dreadful mess we see in the newspapers, It is hard for the pressures
for change to be absorbed, masteFed, perfected, bufit upon, t~ they can be used as a springboard
for the unknowable musid Me of the future.
Musicians know the problems, of course, But what are we to do about them? It is clearly a topic
of current concern, for David Owen Norris was conceiving an exploration of these issues as his
last lecture series as Gresham Professor of Music, when Dominic McGonigal at the ISM asked if
he would contribute to a simfiar exercise that our professional association was undertaking.
They quicMy agreed to collaborate on a series of three symposia.
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Patrtik De~tir
(Chtif Emcutive, Royal Atiert Hall), Raymond Gubbay @aymond Gubbay Ltd),
Rt Hon Dmid Melhr, QC, MP, ctired by Professor David Owen Norris
The frost symposium concerned the five concert, and how we can add value to the musical
experience. The tone of the debate was interesting. The panel agreed that the ready avaflabfi~
of home entertainment was a double threat to five music, not ody offering an alternative, but
leaving people unaccustomed to, and W-prepared for the inconveniences attendant upon concertgoing. These inconveniences included out-dated etiquette, extreme formwty of presentation and
dress, and an atmosphere of ehtism. David MeUor bmented the loss of a Golden Age of
performers and a contemporary hide-bound uniformity. His views were hotly contested from the
floor.
The panel seemed to expect the musicians in the audience to be hostfle to their ideas, and indeed
some were. Others in the audience added extra topics for consideration: inteMgible programme
notes, educational activity, and, most importantly, the role of amateurs. Patrick Deuchar spoke
forcefuUy of the disdain for new ideas shown by many musicians, and of their snobbish
ambivalence about the sort of new audience they wished to attract. No-one had ever asked him
for Raymond Gubbay’s box office address ht, though they were always trying to get the one for
the Proms. Mr Gubbay spoke matter-of-factly and convincingly about fi~g
the audience’s
desires, drawing warm support from some of those present. The fragmentation of the audience.
and how to cater for niche-markets, was discussed, with several personal examples from the
audience, including subscription CD clubs and particular educational projects.

The conclusion could be drawn that there are various different audiences out there, su=ptible
to the idea of attending a hve concert. Performers should try every way they can think of to
appeal to any audience ,they can identify. Skepticism persisted, with some calhg attention to
the greater pubhc subsidy elsewhere in Europe, and its amehoration of the cold wind of the
market place. This depended on a general acceptance by society of the importance of classical
music to civfization. The panel felt that no-one owed us a fiving.
Recorded

Live?

James Jolly (Editor, Gramophow), John Mcbren (Deutsche Morgan Grenfell),Mike Spring
(Ws
M-er,
Hyperion Records Ltd), ctired by Professor George Pratt.
In the second symposium, Recorded Live?, the value of recordings came under scrutiny. Huge
technological advances in the hst 4 years provides enormous possibfities for recording
engineers, producers, artists and record companies, but state-of-the-art technology alone does
not guarantee a good recording. The panel agreed that even a good recording, phyed back on
top-of-the-range hi-fi equipment, could not rephcate the five experience, although it had many
advantages which the five concert cotid not match.
James JoUy reminded the audience how far we had come stice the 1950s when ktening to a
recording of a Bruckner symphony might involve playing 34 separate 78s. Modern recotigs
offer high qutity and convenience, which means that different rules apply to the success of
recorded music as opposed to five concerts. In the pop world, hve tours are primatiy a means of
promoting the bands latest album. In the classical world, recordings ~n stimulate interest in
specfic works or genres of repertoire. For John Mclaren, the early music revival was a good
example of recordings generating interest in new repertoire. He observed that many kteners
had used recordings to expand their knowledge of the standard repertoire, working from music
they knew. Now there G a pent-up demand for some new music. Mike Spring noted that the
audience were prepared to take risks with recordings, exploring lesser-known works by
composers they know they We.
Record companies such as Hyperion aim to capture the five performance, and modern
techniques such as 3-D sound and the abfity to record in venues idetiy suited to the music,
enable them to produce an attractive and convenient product for hteners. bother major
advantage of recordings, clearly demonstrated by Professor George Pratt, is that the tistes of
smaU, widely-scattered minorities can be catered for. Ten people in one town with a passion for
one me of music are not enou~h for a Eve concert, but multiphed across the countv, m~ht
mak; ;nough of a market for a-CD. The hope was expressed by the audience presen~ that record
companies might work with composers and recording artists to meet the expectations of
bteners searching for new music.
An Interim

History

of the Great

Radio 3 Debate

Rt Hon Gerald Kwfman, MP, Professor Da~~idOu’en Norris, Robert Ponsonby (former
Controlbr of M~ti, Rtiti 3), N&k
men (Broadcaster), ctired by Guy Woolfe&n.
Gerald Kaufman opened the third symposium with his case against the reforms at Radio 3. They
had Wuted the intellectual content of the network in an attempt to gain hteners. That attempt
had been unsuccessfd. In answer to the point that it was a necessary exercise from the point of
view of a BBC keen to renew its Charter and ensure the continuation of the ficence fee, he
rephed that the pofitical vuberabfity of a smaU, efitist network had been overestimated, and
that Parhament wodd have been content with whatever Radio 3 was doing, providing it was
good. The BBC clearly had a different analysis of the measure of the pohtical threat.
Robert Ponsonby deplored the stindards of elocution and knowledge in radio presenters. He
defended the idea of an efitist, ‘difficult’ network, as had Mr Kaufmann. Much of the audience
was in agreement with him.
Natahe Meen spoke of the irrelevance of the ‘boring old farts’ of the past. and of her own wish
to enthuse her audience with her own discoveries. Radio :3had almost put, her ofi music when

?,

she was a chfld. Its present audience was overwhehningly
white, male, elderly, and living in the
South of England. A member of the audience who perfectly fitted this description intervened
with the question ‘What are you going to do then? Shoot us?’ There was a feehg that Radio 3
was the only network that, in its search for new hsteners, was openly contemptuous of the old
ones.
David Owen Norris said that when he presented a weekly programme on Radio 3, ~
WoFb,
the musician guests were invited h select Somethtig they would hsten to on the radio in the
week ahead. In two years, only one guest selected something on Radio 3. W the others chose
Mdio 4 programmed. Was classical music ideauy suited h 24.hour broadcasttig? Walton, for
one, had e~ressed worries about people having his music on in the background rather than
actuaUy attending b it, The future of non-five music was perhaps not so much with CDS, which
were undergoing something of a crisis, but with down-loatig from the Internet. This idea was
not given serious consideration, and the meeting remained in the two camps it had started in.
The symposia demonstrated that there are real issues for musicians and aU who care about
music b &cMe, but that there are many possible answers.
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